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Government Steam Sloop Victoria,
:March 29th, 1858.

Srn,
I have the honor to report, that on January 25th, Mr. Woods, first officer of this vessel,
was with six seamen, constables, and one boy left at Anderson's Inlet, to make a detail survey
of it in accordance with the instructions I received December 16, and this ship returned to
Hobson's Bay to attend to her other various duties in the meantime.
March 4th.- While passing towards Gabo Island took on board the above officer and
survey party, as they had completed the survey of the inlet. I therefore proceeded to the
a.bovenamed island to land the lighthouse stores, and on the 9th when returning took shelter in
a bay about five miles north east of Cape Liptrap, in consequence of the weather, and from finding
it a good anchorage ordered Mr. Woods to make a survey of it, for the benefit of navigation on
that part of the coast, the chart of which is also forwarded with the inlet chart.
March lOth.-The weather being fine and favorable, weighed and proceeded to make a
careful examination of the coast from the bay to the inlet, keeping about one and a half miles off
from the shore, at which distance the coast was safe to approach, with from thirteen to nineteen
fathoms the whole way round, on a sandy coral and rocky bottom, but no shelter, safe anchorage,
or landing place was found. Sailing vessels should keep about three miles off, lest the wind
might fail or change suddenly, when the heavy south-west swell would drift them into danger.
The coast from Anderson's Inlet to Cape Patterson is generally rocky with small reefs
projecting from each point, but may be safely approached to one and a half mile from the shore,
until you near the reefs off the cape (which as they extend a distance of three quarters of a mile
from the land should not be passed nearer than two miles).
There is no safe anchorage or shelter between the inlet and this cape from any winds or
weather. Sailing vessels anchoring off the bar at the inlet waiting for tide would be exposed
to great danger in the event of a sudden change of wind to the south-west and southward, which
on this coast is not uncommon, with but little warning, the ground being found bad generally for
anchors holding, and no shelter from either wind or sea, and should a sailing vessel part or have
to slip her cable on a flood tide she could not (without the aid of steam) prevent herself from
going on shore and becoming a total wreck.
I therefore respectfully suggest that if Anderson's Inlet is the place decided on by the
Honorable the Committee for the shipment of coal, that screw colliers of a tonnage, draught of
water, and horse-power suitable for crossing the bar, would be the safest way of navigating to
and from for that purpose.
I have, &c.,
(Signed)
W. H. NORMAN,
Commander and Superintendent of Water Police.
The Honorable the Chief Secretary.

Government Steam Sloop Victoria,
29th March, 1858.
Sm,
Herewith I beg leave to forward the charts of Anderson's Inlet and W aratah Bay,
together with the report on the former, completed by me this day. Trusting they will meet the
approval of the Government,
I have, &c., &c.,
(Signed)
G. A. WOODS,
·
Commanding Officer.
Commander Norman, H.M.C.S. Victoria.

REPORT to accompany Chart of Anderson's Inlet..
At about thirteen miles south-east of the boat entrance into Western Port lies Cape cape Patterson.
Patterson, a low point. with hillocks, in latitude 38° 41' S., longitude 145° 36' 30" E. Reefs
lie off its eastern and western points, extending in both cases about three-quarters of a mile.
The coast then trends to the eastward from this cape, forming a slight bend with one or two
projecting headlands and reefs off them, extending about a quarter of a mile to the Eagle's Nest
Head, which is a remarkable headland, having a high detached rock lying off it on the shore.
This headland is distant from Cape Patterson about five miles, and forms the western point of
Venus Bay.
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The entrance to Anderson's Inlet lies at the head of Venus Bay, in latitude, 38° 39' 30" S.
longitude, 145° 45' E; bearing from the Eagle's Nest north 43° E. (by compass), and distant
about three and a half miles ; it is quito exposed to the southward, with a bar extending across
the entrance, with from one to four feet water ·on it at low-water spring tides, on which the sea
breaks at all times of the ebb, owing to the fo.rce of the stream inside meeting the ocean swell
n"r.
on the bar, it breaks with great violence in southerly and westerly winds, and if blowing
strong, i:r quito unapproachable, and would bedangerous for vessels (unless steam vessels) to lie
outside, as the anchorage generally is not good holding ground.
A rock called the .Petrit Rock lies between the Eagle's Nest and the entrance of tho
,
inlet, it is covered at high-water springs. The entrance is formed on the north-lvest by a very ·
Nurth-wcst Point. low sandy point (which is hardly discernible as a point at the distance of two miles) named
l'oiut N•mnan.
Point Norman, and on south-east by a sandy point about forty feet high, covered with scrub, called
Point Smyth.
Point Smyth ; the channel over the bar is very narrow, and the course into the inlet alters
almost immediately after you are over the bar, so that a rocky and sandy spit may be avoided
!lt.rks an•IIJuoys. which runs off Point Norman, it will therefore be necessary to have leading marks erected, and
buoys placed to facilitate the navigation of the entrance to the inlet. The rise and fall of tide
at springs is seven feet six inches, and the tide runs with great velocity on the ebb, at one time
of measuring the rate was found to be nearly six miles an hour, but the average was four and a
half miles per hour ; on the flood it was about two and a half or three miles per hour.
Entrance.
The entrance inside the bar has one large sand· patch and a few small patches· running
through it, all of which are dry at low-water.
,
At last quarter flood and high-water, if there is but a moderato breeze fr·om se:nvard, the
sea seldom breaks on outside bar but it breaks over the sand patches.
·
The width of the channel inside varies considerably, and is only navigable for one sailing
vessel at a time, although two steamers might pass each other safely. After passing Point
Norman the water becomes deeper close to the north shore, and you have in mid-channel sixteen
Point Hu;:hcs.
feet water, deepening as you approach Point Hughes, which is a well-wooded point, with
shelving rocky patches ofi' and around it. This point is one mile from Point Norman, and,
owing to the sand patches in the entr;ance of the inlet, it is well sheltered from all winds from
seaward, and the water is comparatively smooth at all times. Off this point the inlet divides
itself into two channels, one running close round the point and along the north shore, which is
cnanne.Js of An- named the North Channel, and the other runs across to Point Smyth, and so along the south
deroon's Inlet. shore.
This is named the South Channel. The latter is the main channel, as the former
empties itself into it by several small streams a short distance fur:ther up the inlet. These
channels are also formed by sand patches lying between them, which are dry at low-water, and
there is only four feet water leading into them at low-water; but when fairly inside the South
Channel there is plenty of water for small craft.
Off Point Hughes to the eastward, there is room for three or four vessels to lie at
moorings with from twelve to twenty-four feet water on a sandy bottom with patches of clay,
Sitt' ru1 jetty.
while fi·om the point itself an excellent jetty might be .constructed long enough to admit of a
vessel lying alongside when she would have from nine to twelve feet water at low-water; this
appears to be the only place where a jetty could be placed for vessels to load with advantage
and security.
X<>rth Channel.
The North Channel at low-water, is only navigable for boats as fa,r as Townsend's Bluff,
at this point there is a s!tlt creek, which runs tD the north-east about one mile.
Fresh water can be procured by digging on any part of the coast between Point Norman
and the creek, but above Townsend Blnffthe land is sterile with swampy salt marches and small.
salt creeks with occasional belts of white and red gum trees.
.
~'<•uth ClJanncl.
The shore of the South Channel is comparatively low, offering fine grazing ground for
cattle, the upper surface soil being of an argillaceous nature with good grass. Mangrove trees
l'o!nt Griffith.
become plentiful as you approach Point Griffith, a low point on the shore of the South
Channel, and beyond this point the passage becomes very shallow in some places so much so that
loaded boats can barely pass over.
Fresh beef and vegetables ·are
procurable at Mr. Black's station, at the head of the inlet.
f
(Signed)
G. A. WOODS, .
Commanding Officer H.M. Colonial Steamer Victoria.
J<:nt.rauec to An<lerson'• Jnlct.
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